The Most Advanced & Secure Internet Privacy Service
The Next Generation of Online Anonymity
Anonymizer Universal is the latest generation in Internet privacy
from Anonymizer, the leader in online anonymity solutions since
1995. With Anonymizer Universal, you’re protected whenever
you’re connected to the Internet—and the things in your
Universe. Each time you go online to chat, email, check personal
accounts, update your blog, or find the perfect recipe, Anonymizer
Universal’s state-of-the-art online anonymity technology is with
you, protecting your every online move.

Making the Right Connections
Today’s technologies make it easy to blur the lines between
work, leisure, and everything in-between. Staying connected
24/7 on a PC, Mac®, iOS®, Android®, and Linux®, literally puts
the world at your fingertips, wherever and whenever you
need to reach out—on your schedule, in your Universe.
Whether you shop at home, IM at the office, or tweet at a café,
making the right online connections is now an everyday part
of life. But, is your online activity protected?

The Big Picture
I already have anti-virus and spyware protection, so I’m
completely safe, right?

Power & Simplicity
Anonymizer Universal uses state-of-the-art technologies that
work together to provide the ultimate in online privacy. As the
only anonymity product in the marketplace that combines the
most secure VPN with random IP addresses that change on a
daily basis, you get secure, multi-layered protection. Plus, an
easy-to-control, user-friendly interface gives you the power of
anonymity and privacy at your fingertips.
Learn more about our technologies at:
anonymizer.com

You probably feel better knowing that you have anti-virus and
spyware programs protecting your computer, right? If only
online security was that simple. Yes, these types of programs
are necessary to protect your computer and information
from inbound threats, but there are also outbound dangers
every time you go on the Internet that most people are not
even aware of. Without protection, your IP address (like a
street address for your computer) acts like a digital footprint,
making it easy for others to track where you’re going and
what you’re doing, and you don’t want that. After all, who
wants some potentially nefarious stranger reading their
personal emails, chat sessions, IM’s, credit card information,
and even username and passwords on personal accounts?

“

Unlike other VPN providers, we believe that what
you do online is your business, so you can trust
that Anonymizer will never view, track, or keep
logs of the websites you visit.

”

—Lance Cottrell, Anonymizer founder

Virtual. Private. Protected.
How does Anonymizer Universal work?
Anonymizer Universal uses powerful Virtual Private Network (VPN)
technology to encrypt and secure all of your Internet traffic.
Whenever you use your computer, smartphone, or tablet to visit
a website or any other online destination, all of your activities
travel through a secure and encrypted tunnel to our services, thus
keeping anyone from seeing what sites you are visiting on the
Internet. In addition, your digital footprint becomes anonymous
and secure from anyone who might be watching.

Whenever, Wherever, and Everywhere In-Between
Am I only protected at home?
Anonymizer Universal’s unique technologies make it possible
to stay protected online whenever you choose to connect from
your computer, smartphone, or tablet. So go ahead, venture out
into your Universe knowing that your online chats, IM, personal
business, emails, and surfing are protected in your living room, at
a Wi-Fi hotspot, on the golf course, and everywhere in-between.

Protect your online activities
with Anonymizer Universal
Protect your:
• Personal email communications
• Identity and personal information
• Web surfing
• Wi-Fi
• Chat and instant messaging
• Private searches
• Online shopping

Your Online Universe. Protected .
TM

Technically Speaking

Benefits. Advantages. Good Stuff.

I’m not very technical, does that matter?

Why Anonymizer Universal?

Anonymizer Universal is the right anonymity solution for techies
and non-techies alike. The service works with all browsers and is
installed with a quick-and-easy software download. With a simple
click, you’ll be surfing in your online Universe knowing that your
Internet traffic is safe and anonymous as it travels securely through
our VPN. With Anonymizer Universal, you get peace-of-mind,
anonymity, and a protected online experience.

Because a little privacy goes a long way,
Anonymizer Universal is the “universal” choice
for online anonymity. No matter how you
choose to connect—computer, smartphone or
tablet—you’ll be safe, secure, anonymous, and
private whenever you venture out into your
online Universe.
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